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Introduction
With the growing amount of information being gathered and stored the associations 
between the fields becomes more ambiguous, and challenging to track, as the context 
of queries from the data can utilize different subsets depending upon the application. 
Dimensionality reduction techniques upon big datasets [1, 2] can provide techniques to 
reduce redundancy and therefore the perceived complexity of the data, but this does not 
take into account some very important aspects of the use cases of these systems. Many 
of the queries (questions) users have of the datasets are not based upon information 
theoretic principles and are context sensitive. Removing features of the dataset (obscur-
ing from view) can pose potential hazards in situations where outlier variables bring to 
the attention information which is not represented in the data but confined within the 
understanding of the user. There needs to be a visualization method in which a user can 
monitor features of the dataset association with minimal strain to reduce errors induced 
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from fatigue (cognitive strain discussed in the context of medical overview of patients 
[3]).

An important application which addresses the current increase (almost monotonic) in 
urbanization and growth of ‘city’ sizes [4], is big data for smart urbanism. Described in 
[5] is the necessity to incorporate ‘real-time’ constraints not only for the load process-
ing of gathered data but also for the temporal relevance of the inferences to respond to 
arising situations such as life threatening emergencies [6]. Emergencies may arise from 
disruptions in services and from a wide range of failures in the system that can be gener-
ally termed as ‘Critical Events’ [7], which takes the view of the system as an entity that 
requires support across a broad set of facilities with a need for real time responses. A 
key factor emphasized is the ‘Contextual Filtering’ which is key to the ‘Decision Support’ 
where the data is a stream, and the work presented here refers to such data as ‘event logs’. 
The main difference in the terminology is that it is assumed that the storage of the event 
logs has correct temporally aligned observation tuples of the information. This challenge 
has been highlighted for more than 20 years as being part of the general task of multi-
sensor data fusion [8] (notes applications for defense as well). The size of these streams 
is a primary concern not only due to the IO latencies that may be a concern but also that 
the user input requirements that may be a requirement to provide a relevant query. This 
is explored in an architecture in [9], which looks at ontology mapping and explicitly puts 
‘usability’ as a primary design functionality. With a large search space it is not enough 
to provide the feasibility for the correct data and insight to be derived, it must account 
for the understanding that there can be too many features to explore under constrained 
time limits. With this in mind, the big data streams are handled in the proposed meth-
odology in such a way as to allow users to monitor event label data streams within a 
network diagram production. An overview of this challenge of reasoning from streaming 
data is provided in [10], and in [11] the challenges for the huge volumes are described 
primarily in the effort to understand city dynamics which demands real time processing.

The scope of this proposed methodology is to allow big streams of data to be presented 
concisely into a dashboard where a human operator/viewer can monitor the patterns 
and underlying changes in the data [12]. Producing co-occurrence networks based upon 
the observation event label counts (co-occurrence counts [13]) within a similar time-
span or same event sequence, the information store produces a summary representa-
tion which is displayed as a network diagram. A network based visual guide to similar 
datasets of concern is covered in [14], and refers to the data as tabular data with meta-
data. The meta-data is necessary to annotate the columns of the observations which are 
considered to be variables (as will be discussed in more detail). There is an important 
ambiguity to note when referring to different formats of tabular data, that can be used 
for network constructions and that is when the data can also be interpreted as adjacency 
matrices which have more than a single dimension of dependence for looking up data 
points. Event stores such CSV (comma separated values) are used where a single row is 
representative of an ‘event’ of unilateral observations. Although CSV data is referred to 
here as a specific data format, the methodological design can apply for a wider range of 
columnar data formats which can store sequential events.

As described in [14], the data in these scenarios, can be viewed as multivariate data-
sets where there is a set of possible attribute relationships (between columns). The 
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meta-data is considered to be the header of the CSV which could be any associated text 
label that does not necessarily need to be included in the same file. The tool developed in 
[14] permits a user experience interacting with the data with a view of the cellular struc-
ture, to not deviate too far from the interaction experienced from mainstream spread-
sheet applications as columns and rows can subsetted for a network visualization. The 
emphasis of creating a representation with intuitive foundations, such as a spreadsheet, 
has a motivation supported by the concept of the ‘human-in-the-loop’ (HITL) [15, 16] 
where the data science pipeline integrates human input in the cycle of operations gen-
erating decision making processes. A problem with methods such as this for big data is 
that the large scale changes and associations will be challenging for a human user to con-
struct from the cellular information. An example of where the HITL can be considered 
essential is in the effort towards extracting ontological concepts from text, [17], and a 
methodology can be designed in order to efficiently pool from the human understand-
ing where the information relating to the textual concepts is not sufficiently contained 
in the data. The human factor can be used to look at the tuning and error corrections 
upon evolving data which may not align with the initial training data. Another applica-
tion which aims to provide a similar interface into the data via network diagrams is [18] 
which has a broad set of tools provided to the user based upon well understood network 
science principles. From such an application the user can focus upon different clusters of 
associations and an intuitive spatial navigation requires minimal training while provid-
ing consistent measurement interpretations. A key challenge to an effective HITL strat-
egy is to avoid relying upon the human actor to look at individual data points which 
would induce fatigue and introduce a bottleneck which is especially important for big 
data and applications for critical systems.

The use of metadata in network science is becoming more common as the comput-
ing power has grown sufficiently to analyze, visualize and construct large (to huge) sized 
networks with more associated information. One of the key computational barriers in 
using metadata in network science is that some (possibly many) variable observations 
may be the common/shared between many rows (events) while other features can vary 
even uniquely so that a large number of nodes are produced with a dense edge set which 
increases the run time for many analytical methods. The work of [19] examines anno-
tated networks as connections between individuals in a social network where the meta-
data (associated data) is used to clarify the community separations. From the paper, 
figures. 3, 5 and 6 show how different communities which share connections can have a 
more distinct separation by utilizing more variables in the inference procedure. The use 
cases of the work proposed here though look beyond that of social networks where there 
is a clear variable reference point; that of the human identifier in the event trace. In the 
application to a wider analysis of event datasets, this singular variable of social connec-
tivity being the only focus is not assumed.

There are many different terms used to reference the nature of the data and net-
works produced from the tabular data which contains associated metadata descriptors 
or attributes. As mentioned in [19] there is the term annotated networks used, and as 
well in [20] the term attributed graphs is applied to analogous constructions. Outside of 
social systems where the main edge may not be considered to be some type of human to 
human exchange, there are heterogeneous networks [21] which represents the existence 
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of multiple types of nodes and edges (links). In the case where recommendations are 
being made based upon social connectivity of common interactions for a predicted 
interaction, [22] uses heterogeneous information network and [23] uses the term multi-
variate networks. The work in [23] follows the essential goal of this work which is to tar-
get ‘non-expert users’ by providing a ‘novel solution for multivariate network exploration 
and analysis’. Its approach to handling a wide variety of heterogeneous nodes and edges 
is by modelling a set of tuples as ‘(relation, link, edge)’ which, although not referenced 
in that work is akin to the RDF modelling paradigm [24]. Within that framework aggre-
gates upon these relationships can be produced in order to reduce the number of verti-
ces to move from ‘details’ to ‘overview’ in a series of stages. For the examples provided in 
that publication this is possible but for an application where the attributes can vary with-
out constraint, issues can arise from this method and similar ones. The underlying issue 
not addressed is that with unconstrained datasets, where data fusion should be unre-
stricted, the relationships between edges themselves can become complex entities which 
may not have direct correspondances to permit aggregations or even compatible paths. 
Integrating or combining heterogeneous data for specific applications in terms of stor-
age and efficient extraction is covered in [25] (graphical database application), and asso-
ciation relevances in [26] which permits the assessment of a ‘path’ between nodes. The 
relevance computation is particularly important and often overlooked in many applica-
tions, but what is a more essential question that arises immediately; is whether connec-
tivity through overlapping attributes (variable observations) provides ‘reachability’ [27].

The approach provided here outlines a methodology to provide a set of network dia-
grams (topologies) inferred from count co-occurrence networks based upon the infor-
mation in event streams. These datasets are archetypically considered to be CSV files, 
but the difference is that it is assumed that these files are dynamic in the situations where 
there is a monitoring dashboard [28]. There are various aspects of the requirements 
upon the data assumed in previous studies and use cases requirement are relaxed in this 
development in order to broaden the scope of the applications. One such aspect is that 
the data is not required to pertain to a specific application such as that presented in [28] 
where it is directed specifically towards an urban landscape. Another issue commonly 
encountered in data exploration is the technical domain knowledge barrier of entry and 
incompatibility with programs specified for particular use cases. Handling the relevance 
of the temporal windowing of a dataset subsetting is also a challenge which users are 
prompted to chooses the number of events to be displayed. This can have a large effect 
upon the interpretation and the amount of information that should be encapsulated, so 
the concept of a necessary minimum is adopted here.. The network diagram representa-
tion of different metrics in topological space can intuitively convey information to a user 
with minimum effort to understand associations therefore by-passing the need of train-
ing for a toolkit. The approach is designed to evade the necessity of the data sets to be 
associated with spatial coordinates [29] to present associations.

The methodology described in “Methodology” section outlines the paradigm for:
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1. choosing the window size for the number of most recent events that has the low-
est rank on measures of the cluster entropy variations across the recorded event 
sequence;

2. generates a co-occurrence network based upon variable observations which dis-
played common attribute labels (other common associated variable labels) in a 
weighted network diagram;

3. generates a co-occurrence network for variables between themselves and with differ-
ent variable outcomes (inter and intra variable label co-occurrences).

Visualizations of this information allow a user to assess the changes in the cluster forma-
tions of the event variables. The network diagrams will allow a user to conduct a quick 
visual scan for variable label associations between different labels in the same column 
and between different columns. Updates can be redrawn for monitoring purposes and 
the window selection can allow the trace to be computed without requiring the full data-
set to be visualized which is not feasible in general for big data. The use of network dia-
grams effectively produce data summaries for human actor inspection that then need 
be able to decide whether actions are necessary. This approach to the analysis, when the 
data is beyond human ability to inspect, is discussed generally in [30] and outlines how 
this is a recent technique. Although the application to social media may have interest-
ing applications due to a wider spread single use case model than what is taken here the 
necessity to monitor event logs is in need of further development. One of the assump-
tions made here is a relaxation of previous assumptions, that the data is both dynamic 
and potentially heterogeneous in that the underlying edges may not converge to a single 
distribution with more observations. As demonstrated in [31] the navigation of variable 
relationships in a network diagram can become a complex process for the user as the 
complexity of the interconnectivity of the variables also increases. It is a requirement 
to avoid allowing too much information to be presented as tha can result in producing 
a visualization which the user cannot extract meaningful insight. The methodology put 
forward aims to allow network diagrams to be produced from the data streams which 
do not induce a large cognitive load on the human actor and convey an overview of the 
event occurence data being observed.

Methodology
The event list can generally be considered to be an event stack, which is the ordered 
list of a event entries recorded in order. The event stack is chosen as a reference since it 
emphasizes the importance of the unrestricted growth of the dataset based upon a spe-
cific manner in which the dataset is produced. The size of the dataset may be changed 
as costs of storage may affect the decision for maintaining early event log entries. The 
methodology first proceeds by discretizing the tabular event sequence data, which is 
an approach taken in [32] providing a full set of analytic tools to monitor general tabu-
lar data by Binning continuous variable values. Observations which are continuous and 
subsequently put into ‘bins’ are labelled as the string label for their domain member-
ship. This does incur a loss of information but for the task of low delay observations of 
a monitoring service it can suffice or convey the information needed to direct a sub-
sequent specific examination such as a database query to inspect the exact values for 
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various entries. From the columns which are considered as variables here, each label in 
the rows delivers a string label which is similar in concept to the terminology used with 
‘factors’ and ‘level’ values with the main difference in that this work does not attempt 
to model the distribution of the levels and therefore uses the term ‘variable labels’ to 
indicate the set of string representations for the observations in the rows of a particular 
columns. From these variable labels observed in the event logs a co-occurrence network 
can then be produced between these discrete observations that become edges in a net-
work diagram.

“Adaptive window size determination” section presents the method in which the win-
dow size is determined, and “Variable label association networks” section the approach 
to which the network topology is constructed (graph vertices and edges). All of the code 
was written with Julia Lang (v1.01) [33], and the graph visualization production (creating 
images for the network diagrams) is performed with GraphViz [34].

Adaptive window size determination

A window size is chosen to subset the dataset so that the last event rows are used to 
produce a network diagram. The objective is to use a window size in which if used con-
secutively from the start of the event list a clustering of the events will require the lowest 
average (uniform mean) entropy, the lowest variation in the entropy values of the cluster 
assignments over the dataset, and the smallest sampled average variation of informa-
tion of the row/event cluster assignments between different window placements in the 
dataset.

Having discretized the dataset, the Hamming distance is then used as a metric for the 
distance between each event entry. The dataset is denoted by D where the dimensions 
are (N,  M), and the Hamming distance between each pair of events is (for a row pair 
(i1, i2)):

Here m will be used to denote the variable reference which corresponds to a column 
number in the original dataset. A list of optional window lengths, W , is provided by the 
user to hold event stacks of the last w ∈ W events and possibly subset the column vari-
ables as well;

In the applications here the choices of the window sizes are W = [30, 45, 60, 100] . 
Depending upon the variation in the event variable label distributions between tempo-
rally local events, the choice of the maximum window size provides a constraint upon 
the complexity of the network diagrams drawn. Since the networks are weighted the 
number of events may not correspond directly with the anticipated increase in unique 
node or edge numbers and therefore this option is provided to the user. Such a scale for 
the upper limit on the number of events is expected to be readily understood by the user.

Besides the computational requirements of producing a complex network diagram, 
the even size of the data structures can inflate quickly depending upon the network 
diagram drawing package used. Produced without checking for the size considerations 
and an excessively large window size could create bottlenecks in the memory allocation. 
Another consideration taken here using GraphViz, is that the .png file format is chosen 

(1)dH (i1, i2) = Hamming(D(i1, k),D(i2, k) : ∀m ∈ [1,M]).

(2)Dw ← D(i,m : ∀i ∈ [N − w,N ], ∀m ∈ [1,M]).
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and the size of the file can grow to the point where the delay in the view is noticeable. 
The output quality is not considered as an option to reduce since users should be able to 
zoom in on large dense networks without loss of resolution.

The matrix of pairwise distances between events for the window is constructed 
using the Hamming distances for each of the pairs as a cartesian product between all 
of the event vectors of the window. This produces a w × w matrix:

of distances with there being a designated zero along the diagonal. A clustering of the 
events is produced based upon this distance matrix ( AHw ) and is done using Affinity 
Propagation [35] (with the function call denoted as AP). Affinity Propagation minimizes 
a cost/utility function and a convention of altering the pairwise distances is followed. 
The distances are negated so that a maximization is the compatible with the Hamming 
distances, AAP(i, j) = (−1)× AHw (i, j) and that the diagonal set to the median distance 
AAP(i, i) = median(AAP)∀i ∈ [1,Nw] . This is done so that a call to a function imple-
menting AP can take AAP as the input. The cluster result, with the end of the time win-
dow indicated, is denoted as CRw and this contains the event row cluster membership.

Over the full set of events the time window is shifted, at uniform increments, in 
order to compare the changes in the cluster results for different window sizes. 
This interval shift is denoted as δ , so the set of cluster results for a particular win-
dow size w ∈ W is; CRw = [CRw ,CRw+rδ , . . . ,CRw+rmaxδ] where r = [0, . . . , rmax] and 
rmax × δ = N  (assuming δ is chosen in order to divide N without a remainder). Two 
measures are computed based upon the set of CPw ; the entropy of the cluster assign-
ment distribution for each event subset and the Variation of information [36] (also 
known as shared information distance). The Variation of Information (VoI) method 
compares the cluster assignments, and from using mutual information provides a 
measure of distance between them. For each window size the mean of the entropy 
values, the standard deviation of the entropy values and the mean VoI between a 
cluster at a window center and another randomly chosen window clustering are com-
puted. The rank for each measure across the different window sizes is found and the 
window size with the smallest aggregate rank is chosen. This average lowest rank cho-
sen window size is referred to as ŵ:

The time windows can be chosen not based upon the trace of entropy of the cluster for-
mations, but based upon the time points that separate the different events so that the 
temporal relevance is context sensitive. Situations where the window size can be chosen 
explicitly are is not considered here where the scope is to ‘mine’ (explore) datasets in 
which the user has limited domain knowledge of the data. It is not a necessary assump-
tion that there is a meaningful ordering of the rows, but the clustering segmentation 
assumes a loose correspondence between the row indices and the window center posi-
tion. This minimization is essential in order to reduce the number of unique event 
labels used to produce network diagrams as outlined in the following  “Variable label 

(3)AHw (i, j) := dH (i1, i2 : i1 = N − w + i, i2 = N − w + j),

(4)
ŵ := minw({rank(H̄(CRw+rδ : ∀r ∈ r) : ∀w ∈ W),

rank(std(H(CRw+rδ : ∀r ∈ r) : ∀w ∈ W)),

rank(VoI(CRw+rδ : ∀r ∈ r) : ∀w ∈ W)}).
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association networks” section. As the event streams progress the big datasets can pro-
duce an increasing number of variable labels that will become challenging to interpret by 
an observer without such a window size applied to subset the data.

Variable label association networks

In this methodology the values of the column variables which are discrete strings, are 
referred to here as variable labels. They can be considered as a paired tuple to uniquely 
identify the observations in each event and define the event space as the Cartesian prod-
uct of all variable labels. Since this methodology aims to present a subsetted analysis of 
the data to the user in need of monitoring an event stack; the possible edges are limited 
to the variable labels produced in Dŵ . This set of tuples forms the basis of the nodes 
(vertices) which can produce interconnectivity through co-occurrences, per event, and 
permits a network/graph construction G = (V ,E):

This permits the construction of a weighted adjacency matrix AV  , with ‖V ‖2 elements 
where each element is the co-occurrence count between variable labels:

where m �= m′ . It is important to note is that the block diagonals will be of value zero, 
square and have lengths �{Dŵ,m}�∀m ∈ M as each variable label cannot co-occur with 
that of another column. It can be thought of as each label is a concatenated string pair 
of the column name (constrained unique header list) and the label entry. The edges 
of the co-occurrence network are the number of non-zero values of the variable label 
co-occurrence:

Given the vertices and edge sets, this can define the connectivity at the base data repre-
sentation and an implementation could rely upon the use of dictionaries or linked lists 
to store this information. By incorporating the variable labels into the construction of 
the adjacency matrix AV  where the sides of this matrix are not equal to the number of 
vertices but the number of unique variable labels, the size of the matrix is increased but 
avoids the necessity of utilizing external datastructures or files for attributes (outlined 
in [37]). Although the effective operations can be fulfilled with previous approaches of a 
separate store for the attributes of node definitions (associated attributes), the need for 
external file references introduces a burden of maintaining the file links in the manage-
ment process. A matrix store can be more inefficient for big networks which cannot fit 
into memory and need to be paged (in certain implementations), but considering that a 
windowed truncation of the event data is applied the size is being regulated. Networks 
too big to fit into memory might not be easily understood by an operators for those visu-
alizations to be of actual practical use to the viewer monitoring changes. Although the 
whole event store is used to estimate a suitable window size, this then results in a subset 
of a reduced number on the upper bound of vertices ‖V ‖ and edge number �V �2 − �V � . 
Considering each implementation as equal, in the application direction chosen in this 
work there is a feature to which a matrix store produces both a practical solution to file 

(5)V :=
{{

Dŵ,m1

}

, . . . ,
{

Dŵ,mmax

}}

.

(6)AV (i, j) :=
∥

∥

{

Dŵ

(

∗,m : Vi = Dŵ(∗,m)
)

= Dŵ

(

∗,m′ : Vj = Dŵ

(

∗,m′
))}∥

∥

(7)E :=
{(

Vi,Vj

)

: ∀i,jAV (i, j) �= 0 ∧ i �= j
}

.
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management, and increase in the data interpretation for constructing walks based upon 
the edge set.

Using AV (i, j) the associations between variable label co-occurrences can be suc-
cinctly represented using the theory underlying Katz Centrality [38, 39], which uses 
matrix exponentiation to derive the number of walks between nodes (which are vari-
able labels in this case). The first network construction produced is based upon the 
walks of length 2 (demonstrated in Figs. 1b, 2b, 3b):

This produces a connectivity between variable labels of the same column who share 
an event co-occurrence with a common variable label other than itself. A weighted 

(8)A2 = A2
V .

a

b

c

Fig. 1 The results of the methodology applied to data of a pet shelter; 2017 Bloomington Animal Shelter 
(from data.gov). Two variables (columns) are chosen from the data; the ‘species’ and ‘location’. a Shows the 
cluster entropy value changes along the event data for subsetting upon a window length shown in the 
legend. b Shows the number of walks of length 2 between label values within a column (the triangulation 
edges). This produces a separate network diagram for each variable where edges show that two labels have 
been in an event where another variable(s) was recorded with the same label, and the width is proportional 
to those counts. c Shows the network with edges of walk length 2 (triangulation) and walk 1 which is the 
even variable label co-occurrence network
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adjacency matrix is produced where AV (i, j) ◦ A2(i, j) = 0∀i,j . The only non-zero entries 
in A2 are those between labels of the same variable (column) in the dataset since edges 
between labels of the same variable do not exist in the events which are walks of length 
1, the walks of only length 2 will therefore connect variable labels which share an event 
in which they are both present (co-occur). The other network diagram edge construction 
measure used is (demonstrated in Figs. 1c, 2c, 3c:

(9)A2,1 = A2
V + A1

V .

a

b

c

Fig. 2 The methodology used with data from the Seattle Police Department crime event data (taken 
from data.gov) where the type of ‘Crime’ and the ‘Precinct’ are used. a Shows the cluster entropy trace for 
the window size set. b Shows the walks of length 2 between labels (triangulation) of the variable which is 
effectively the sharing of label values in events. For this example this corresponds to crime types having been 
reported in the same precinct (left/blue edges) and for different precincts to have an edge they have at least 
1 common crime reported. c Has 3 different edge types for the walks of length 2 between variable labels and 
the length 1 of the number of label co-occurrence counts between different variables
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This produces the networks based upon the edge set for length 2 walks as well as the 
edges present in the original event variable label co-occurrences. In these network dia-
grams produced, the differentiation of different walk lengths edges are brought to the 
attention of the viewer by a unique color attribute. These matrices can be viewed directly 
as a heatmap of the grid variable label associations or as a network diagram. As will be 
shown in  “Results and discussion” section, the heatmap value is primarily useful for 
coarse large scale assessments of the variable label block structure, and that the network 
diagrams assist the viewer in monitoring events of practical contextual value by tracing 

a

b

c

Fig. 3 The first 2018 rows of the Seattle Police Department data are used (taken from data.gov), and the 
results can be compared with those of Fig. 2 where the full set of events are used. Subfigure a shows the 
cluster entropy trace for the window size set. There is greater variability in the trace of the cluster entropy 
variance estimation for the larger window size of 100 which shows that more data is required to ensure 
similarities in the subsetting positions and that smaller window sizes have more cross comparisons to reduce 
the variability. In subfigures b and c it can be seen that crimes ’ARSON’, ’THEFT-BICYCLE’ and ’RAPE’ are not 
present in the subset data of these events. It can also be seen how the crime ’NARCOTIC’ is recorded in 
’Precinct WEST’ where in the previous examination it was not
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the edges that connect variable labels based upon walks of length 1 or 2. It should be 
noted that A2,1 can be computed in O(n2.373) as noted in [40, 41] where this can be 
regulated according the constraints of the system and included as a maximum window 
length based on the unique element size for the segment of the event sequences, ‖V ‖ . 
The minimization the window length on the number of events considered for each net-
work construction, Eq. 4, as a requirement to reduce the value of ‖V ‖ is the number of 
unique labels used in A2,1 . Without this effort to enforce a minimization the vast number 
of events in big data streams would produce networks with too much information to be 
interpretable by humans in the monitoring process.   

Data choice

This methodology is demonstrated in “Results and discussion” section, where the appli-
cation is made with two different datasets of events in complex organizations suscepti-
ble to sporadic events that are logged. These organizations are the ‘Bloomington Animal 
Shelter’ and ‘Seattle Police Department’ which can be found readily from http://www.
data.gov. The reason that these datasets are chosen is that as an organization suscepti-
ble to random events from external factors there is a need to monitor the overall sys-
tem variable associations over time with low latency. This requires the visualization to 
be readily interpretable on a monitoring dashboard so that interventions can be made as 
fast as possible. The event logs can continue to grow to become vastly large and require a 
choice of temporal relevance as proposed in Eq. 4, and the framework for the Eqs. 5, 6, 7, 
9 provide the computations for the network construction.

Results and discussion
In each of the 3 figures presented from 2 different real datasets taken from the accessible 
to the public data source, http://www.data.gov, 3 subfigures are presented. The first is 
a display of the entropy variance of the clusters identified from the raw event data for 
that segment of the data defined by the window length. This aims to show the stability of 
the cluster sizes for that segmented view. The second subfigure will show the intra vari-
able connectivity between variable labels (labels of the same column and not between 
different columns). Therefore if there are 2 variables/columns 2 disjoint networks will 
be present in the same view. The edge widths shown are the values of the number of 
walks of length 2 based upon the aggregate of the co-occurrence network aggregate from 
the event rows described in “Methodology” section. This is effectively the ‘triangulation’ 
edge ([39] produced by 2 labels of a column occurring with a common ‘attribute’). The 
interpretation upon examining each present edge in these intra connectivity diagrams is; 
the width of the edge is proportional to the number of events where these two variable 
labels were present with 1 or more other common variable labels. There will be 2 differ-
ent colored edges, 1 color for the connectivity between labels of one variable (columns) 
and another set of colors for each of the other variables between themselves. Subfigure 
c displays the network diagram of walks of length 1 and 2; the aggregate event count 
co-occurrences in each row and the number of triangulations between labels within the 
same variable/column. Therefore, variables which have edges between its labels will also 
contain an edge which leads to 1 or more of a different variable label which supported 
the triangulation. A loss of information is created in that multiple triangulations will not 

http://www.data.gov
http://www.data.gov
http://www.data.gov
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allow the viewer to determine which of the variables two labels of the same column were 
co-dependent upon to connect.

The network diagram nodes contain the variable name and the label string. These 2 
strings are separated with a vertical bar and the variable name can be found in the meta 
data for a dataset or typically as the first label for a particular column. Random colors 
are put to ensure that different network reproductions (even for the same data) highlight 
different connectivities between the labels.

Bloomington Animal Shelter

Figure 1 presents the results from applying the proposed methodology to the publically 
available dataset of https ://catal og.data.gov/datas et/anima l-care-and-contr ol-adopt ed-
anima ls-7ed9e . This is available from data.gov (in a csv) and is titled “Animal Care and 
Control Adopted Animals”, Updated May 2018. This data is recorded events from an ani-
mal shelter in 2017, at the ‘Bloomington Animal Shelter’. The dataset submission com-
ments from the shelter reflect a scenario typically encountered in one form or another 
when attempting to analyze a corpus of data when changes to staff and management is 
brought about: “In early 2017, the Bloomington Animal Shelter migrated management 
software from AnimalShelterNet to Shelter Manager. We attempted to preserve as much 
information as possible from the old system.” The challenges with data representations 
and the understanding of the associations, structure, and relationships can easily be lost 
in such a scenario. Changes such as these commonly bring about incongruities which 
are difficult to mend afterwards and with this proposed approach a single execution 
statement produces the results displayed in the 3 subfigures where the columns chosen 
are ‘species’ and ‘location’.

Subfigure a shows that there are changes in the distribution of the clusters of the events 
over the time window of 100 rows (events). Smaller values for the window produced 
results which conformed to a valid cluster set that could be displayed and are ignored as 
the window size is grown till a suitable window size can be found. Subfigure b shows the 
intra variable label triangulation network built from the walks of length 2, which is the 
co-occurrence matrix raised to the power of 2. In this context, taking the example of the 
connection between ‘species Cat’ and ‘species Dog’ that the edge between them means 
that their events were recorded with a common ‘location’ variable label. Seeing how 
the ‘species Dog’ and ‘species Cat’ do not connect with the labels for ‘species’ of ‘Rab-
bit’, ‘Guinea Pig’ or ‘Rat’ means that the ‘locations’ of these groups never overlap. The 
event log, for the subset window, does not contain an instance where the species of dog 
or cat is the same for any other species listed. For the ‘location’ variable it can be seen 
how the ‘location Check-in’ variable label connects to most of the other nodes directly, 
except ‘location Lobby’ which has no edges. From the lobby it becomes apparent that the 
dogs and cats are treated separately. Subfigure c shows that the group of species ‘Rabbit’, 
‘Guinea Pig’ and ‘Rat’ are located only in the ‘Lobby’. The previous conclusion that spe-
cies ‘Cat’ and ‘Dog’ overlap in ‘location’ only for the ‘Check-in’ is confirmed, and from 
each cluster a co-occurrence event is seen with each location.

Appendix shows an example of this network presented in a matrix of co-occurrence 
counts for the variables of the event stream with a heatmap. This is provided to show the 

https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/animal-care-and-control-adopted-animals-7ed9e
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/animal-care-and-control-adopted-animals-7ed9e
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challenges faced with the matrix view (grid view), namely the compression of the data 
values to accomodate for the explicit display of zero values. For sparse matrices this can 
cause the valuable information for the viewer to look at small cells and narrowly spaced 
gridlines. This compressed view for the dataset allows the data to grow continuously as 
the process generates event observations without reducing the clarity of the monitoring 
procedure. The consistency of this clarity can be seen as well in the following examples.

Seattle Police Department event data

The dataset used in here is collected from crime event data stored in a csv file obtained 
from the https ://www.data.gov data explorer tool or directly at https ://catal og.data.gov/
datas et/crime -data-76bd0 . The events arise from crime reported by the Seattle Police 
Department (SPD). Each row contains the record of a unique event where at least one 
criminal offense was reported by a member of the community or detected by an officer. 
Figure 2 shows the results of the analysis with the methodology. Subfigure a is the cluster 
entropy trace for the various row subsetting windows explored. The window size of 45 
rows is chosen as it has the lowest average rank across the trace features measured.

The use of the methodology with data from the Seattle Police Department crime event 
data (taken from data.gov) where the type of ‘Crime’ and the ‘Precinct’ are used. Sub-
figure a shows the cluster entropy trace for the window size set. Larger cluster numbers 
and membership differences arise when 100 rows are taken into account. Subfigure b 
shows the intra variable connectivity between variable labels of walk length 2 from the 
co-occurrence network. Edges between crime variable labels mean that these crimes 
have occurred in the same precinct within the event rows considered, and precincts with 
an edge between then have overlapping crimes in the events; eg. ‘Crime THEFT-BICY-
CLE’ occurs in a precinct with no other type of crime. It can also be seen that ‘Crime 
ARSON’ does not occur in the same precinct as ‘Crime CAR PROWL’. From the areas, 
‘precinct SOUTH’ does not share the crime types of other areas. Subfigure c shows 3 
types of edges, the walks of length 2 between labels of the same variable, and the edges of 
walk length 1 which are the number of counts for between variable label co-occurrences 
(each edge is drawn in a different color). It can be traced that ‘BICYLE-THEFT’ only 
occurs in the ‘SOUTH’ precinct, and the ‘Crime’ variable labels of ‘THEFT-SHOPLIFT’ 
and ‘RAPE’ are the only ones where the ‘Precinct’ is labelled as ‘UNKOWN’. Another 
possibly valuable insight is that ‘Crime NARCOTIC’ does not co-occur with entries for 
‘Precinct EAST’.

Subsetted Seattle Police Department data

The analysis done here uses a truncated version of the data utilized in  “Seattle Police 
Department event data” section where the first 2018 rows are taken. This is to compare 
the results with that of the previous investigation to examine a situation where the meth-
odology was used in a previous time point to compare the interpretation of the results 
and underlying data’s consistency (the subfigures a–c) correspond respectfully to that 
of Figure 2). In subfigure a it can be seen that with fewer subset comparisons that can 
be made the differences in the cluster formations are greater than when the full dataset 
is provided. This implies that the variance values decreases due to there being underly-
ing stochastic changes in the event distributions which repeat in some periodic fashion. 

https://www.data.gov
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/crime-data-76bd0
https://catalog.data.gov/dataset/crime-data-76bd0
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Although more metrics could be provided to look at this feature in greater depth, the 
values can be wrongly interpreted by viewers and necessitate training which not only 
can delay uses, but incur costs for the time spent. This is especially attenuated with the 
larger window size of 100, to show that smaller window sizes have the similarities re-
occurring with less data. Even from a layman’s perspective the reduction in the variabil-
ity is a positive aspect and can make decisions based upon the results which are in line 
with the use case.

From subfigures b and c it can be seen how the precinct ‘SOUTH’ has crime events 
which do overlap with other precincts, and that ‘Crime RAPE’ is not recorded in the first 
2018 ordered events, ‘Crime THEFT-BICYCLE’ or is ‘Crime ARSON’. A consistency is 
that the ‘Crime NARCOTIC’ is not recorded in the precinct ‘NORTH’. The entry ‘Crime 
CAR PROWL’ is recorded in the ‘Precinct NORTH’ in both cases. The introduction of 
new variable labels for a variable (column) can be observed more carefully than with the 
matrix view or an ordered list, such as ‘Crime MISSING’ in the ‘Precinct WEST’ which 
is a new introduction which may be noteworthy for monitoring services. There are other 
interesting features to be noticed and the monitoring services can visually scan for the 
necessary features of concern if there are specific ones to compare.

Conclusion
This article has presented a new methodological approach to analyzing event data. These 
are considered to be stored as a CSV or in a form where the events are sequentially 
aggregated in a ‘stack’ like manner with named columns that are variables of observa-
tions collected from some process monitored over time. The goal is to produce a mean-
ingful representation of the data variable labels based upon event label co-occurrences. 
With multiple sources of data and many variables, producing dashboards to monitor 
changes in a way which allows a human-in-the-loop to examine changes in the associa-
tions is an important task. This work addresses these issues by providing a new approach 
for examining a corpus of data with minimal user interface time expenditure by relying 
upon network diagram visualizations which loses less information than some other plot-
ting approaches and are easily digested by human users.

Two real datasets of sequential events are used from unrelated processes; that of an 
animal pet shelter, and crime reports from a police department. The outputs show that 
there is an intuitive interpretation of the network diagrams presented which reflect the 
prior expectations of the nature of the data and the variable names (column headers). 
Interesting features which may come as a surprise can easily be spotted or features which 
represent an organization of the variable labels. What is of importance to the viewer, of 
the expected dashboard use case, is to identify the collection of variable label co-occur-
rences that which have common labels in their events with respect to other variables. 
This can be more simply described as, ‘for each column, the labels seen in the events 
recorded; which labels had some overlap with another variable outcome’? The methodo-
logical exploration shows that this can be represented concisely as the walks of length 2 
from the co-occurrence networks that are equivalent to the edges produced from ‘trian-
gulation’ and is examined in multiple contexts. Examining the co-occurrence network 
(walks of length 1) and the triangulation (walks of length 2 via a triangulation from the 
squaring of the weighted network adjacency matrix) provides a concise summary of the 
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events in a single diagram. From the figures produced it can be seen how this methodol-
ogy could be applied in practice to examine feature associations and the changes with 
less latency than grid based approaches or those which which display complex feature 
measurements.

A set of extensions would be the unsupervised detection of variables which repre-
sent time stamps and to assess the ordering and temporal locality of the event positions 
to produce a more accurate placement the subsetting of the data (non-uniform event 
recordings over time). Another is to look at the different sets of variables which can 
be produced and to highlight those associations which have more structural network 
changes. There are situations in which a ‘variable label’ can have actual natural language 
stored as text, and this is not taken into account in this approach as it is considered to be 
closer to a document store than an event log which is the prime purpose of this method-
ological approach. There is also opportunity to make improvements by adapting the var-
iable selection according to the network structure represented in the matrices produced. 
This would allow the methodology to handle circumstances where the inputs streams 
can go offline or for new streams to be included.
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Appendix
Challenges with a matrix view of the event label co‑occurrences

The strengths of the different choices on how to view the event data; the benefit of the 
use of network diagrams is evident when comparing them to the examples using the 
matrix view with a heatmap for displaying the values in the cells of the data structure. 
In Fig. 4 is presented the matrix view of co-occurrence event data which is an alterna-
tive approach to the network diagrams presented (examples from the animal shelter data 
shown “Bloomington Animal Shelter” section). Subfigure a shows the original data as an 
aggregate co-occurrence value for each cell from the events. The diagonal will be zero as 
will be the co-occurrence between different labels of the same variable (column entry). If 
there are large values, the small values will typically be seen as absent (erroneously) from 
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the viewer and the structure of the associations missed. Subfigure b shows the matrix 
view of the number of walks of length 2 between labels (excluding the walk of length 1). 
This allows the viewer to see the equivalent data for the within variable association as 
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Fig. 4 This is the matrix view of the associations based upon a count of event co-occurrences (data from 
Bloomington Animal Shelter data.gov). a Shows the discrete variable value event co-occurrences in the rows 
of the data (csv in this case) as an aggregate count between labels. b Shows the connectivity with labels 
belonging to the same variable (column) as a result from counting walks of length 2 (taking the square of the 
co-occurrence matrix). Both subfigures show the challenge of interpreting the data from such a visualization 
since sparsity, many label numbers, and large value discrepancies create challenges to the viewer (x-axis label 
names are shortened)
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intra connectivity. All of the entries between difference variable (column) label values 
will be zero. Looking at the corresponding network diagram in Fig. 1b it can be seen how 
this is more clear and scalable to trace associations with less effort. In addition, the vari-
able name lengths can require rescaling the already compact view of the associations. 

In situations where there are skewed distributions of the values, the stark contrasts of 
the color scheme in the colormap of the heatmaps may result in incorrect assumptions 
that no co-occurrence exists. As well an expanded view in which the viewer can trace 
the grid for the value between label names requires visual concentration which is a very 
practical problem in comparison to the network diagrams which have parameters for the 
amount of distance drawn between nodes and edges. The value of this approach can be 
in situations where there is a need to look at a very coarse high level view of the block 
structure of the variable label co-occurrences.
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